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more extensively into the important details of Amer
ican and Foreign Industry, Art, Science, and Discov-
ery, than our space, hitherto, has permitted. 
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per, etc., of nearly twenty thousand dollars per year ; 
but we have fully decided to undertake it without 
increasing the SUbscription price. The fact is indis
putable that the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN will be, by 
far, the cheapest and most valuable paper of the kind 
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ENLARGEMENT OF THE SCIEN'.rIFIC AMERICAN 

FOR 1867, 

On the first of January, 1867, the ScIENTIFIC 

AMERICAN completes its Twenty-First Year. The 
first number of thiE! journal, a folio of four pages, ap-

and a wide-spread circulation. 
Under the new arrangement the SCIENl:IFIC 

AMERICAN will contain more reading matter, at one

half the cost, than the largest scientific journal 
published in £illlM"i"'utl. 

------.-------
WlWUGHT SCRAP IRON FOR IfORGINGS, 

The breaking of -so many shafts of our sea-going 
steamers-instance those of the steaml'rs Atlantic 
and Pacific, several years since, in the Collins Liver
poof line, and, more recently, several shafts as well 
as cranks, of the Pacific Mail Company's ships-has 
led us to examine the subject, and inquire of what 
material these shafts, cranks, etc., were made. 

From the most reliable information we have gath· 
ered, we find they were made of wrought scrap iron, 
of which it a ppears there are several kinds. 

The first is the "common scrap of commerce," 
which is gathered from the thousands of smiths' 
shops throughout the country. 

The second is what is known as" railroad scrap," 
which consists of old rails, bolts, plates, etc., that 
have been used in ordinary railway operations. 

The third is" boiler scrap," which is composed of 
sheets and rivets from condemned steam bC'ilers. peared in the Summer of 1845, under the editorial The fourth is what is called "selectedscrap." This 

management of Rufus Porter, a scientific enthusiast, consists of old horseshoes, horseshoe nails, and the 
clippings from the tack-plate mills of the country. 

The first two of the kinds of scrap iron above enu-

loon. That volume abounded in the editor'speculiar 
merated are made up of all and every kind of iron 
manufactured in this country and in England, from 

who still lives in anticipation that, sooner or later, he 
may fly to the uttermost parts of the earth in a bal-

scientific and spiritnal theories and visions, and was the most inferior of Welsh bars up to the best Amer-
adapted to a very narrow circle. It was, however, 
the basis upon which the present Editors and Pro-

ican brands in market. Russia, Swede, and Norway 
irons, are not generally used for ordinary purposes, 
on account of their high price. 

The third class of scrap iron ought to be of the 
best iron that can be made; but unfortunately such 

ply a want seriously felt by the Mechanics, Manufac- is not the case; an evidence of which is the frequent 
boiler explosions from one end of the country to the turers, and Inventors of this country. Upon assum-

prietors entertained the notion that a Journal of 
Popular Science might be built up, which would sup-

ing the management of the paper we determined,upon 
the commencement of a new volume, to enlarge it and 
change its form -to eight pages. Our expectations 

other; consequently there is no certainty of getting 
a sound, uniform piece of forging, even if boiler 
scrap is used. 

As for the fourth class-selected scrap-its quan-

were not disappointed. Our patrons responded gen- tity is so inconsiderable that any discussion of its 
merits or demerits will avail nothing in the object 

erously, and the circulation of the paper rapidly in- sought to be obtained by our remarks on the subject 
creased, and from that time onward the SCIENTIFIC under consideration. As for old horseshoes and 
AMERICAN has been a recognized power in the de- ! nails, they fire scattered over such a vast extent 

velopment and extension of every interest bp,aring 
upon the Industrial Arts and Sciences. 

In 1859, still further encouraged by the success that 
crowned our labors, and to meet the great pressure 
upon our columns, we felt obliged to double the size 
of the paper to sixteen pages. Even this enlarge
ment, however, has proved inadequate to the wants 
of our readers and advertising patrons, and now, in 
spite of the greatly enhanced cost of paper and all 

other materials, we propolle-now that the SClEN-

country, that to make them a specialty would cost 
more than their value, after re-manufacture into the 
kinds of forgings we refer to ; and as for tack-plate 
scrap, we feel safe in saying, the very nature of the 
tack manufacture-the cutting the plates into arti
cles so small as carpet tacks for instance-precludes 
the POSSI bility of any large quantity of "scrap " re
maining after the tack maker has used every deli
cate little piece that his machine will cut. 

The results of our invAstigations convince us that 
at least ninety per cent, if not more, of all scrap 
forgings are made from the first three kinds of scrap 
mentioned; it is practically impossible to make, 

TIFIC AMERICAN has become of age-on the first of with certainty, any piece of forgillg, and more par
January to enlarge and improve it in every respect. 
The proposed enlargement will give our readers an 
increase equivalent to seven additional pages of read
ing of the present issue, and will enable us to enter 

ticularly large shafts, cranks, etc., which shall b@ 
reliable, and which can be depended upon for 
strellgth and tenacity, where scrap iron, composed 
of such great varieties and qualities as we haTTe 
shown, is used. The various kinds of iron will not 
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unite-will not weld thoroughly, heat and hammer 
them as much as you may. 

From the examination we have given this sub
ject, we are of the opinion that the only reliable and 
safe course for our forge-masters to pursue, is to 
make their forgings of one Idnd of iron. Let them 
test the various brands of foreign and American 
irons, and use only the strongest and most tenacious 
that can be procured; and we feel confident we shttll 
hear no more of broken steamer shafts, endangering 
a loss of life and property. 

We are well aware that a judicious mixture of 
cast irons often improves the quality, alld gives a 
stronger and better casting than otherwise; but 
such is not the case with wrought iron. We would 
as so on think of making a railway bridge of oak, 
pine:.and whitewood, and expect it to be as strong 
as though it were made exclusively of the best of 
white oak, as to suppose that a steamer shaft made 
of mixed scrap iron would be as strong and reliable 
as it wonld be if made of one quality, and that the 
best iron that can be manufactured. 

CHANGE IN THE STYLE OF PATENTS, 

But few are aware of the fact that all letters pat
ent issuing from the United States Patent Office on 
and after the 20th of this month, will be in an en
tirely new dress, on different material, smaller, neat
er, and containing a printed specification. The pat
ent proper, or grant, instead of containing the de
sign of the Patent Office building, will have an en
graving intended to show the progress of inven
tion, the details being quite clever, and which, by 
way 0'- comparison and contrast, will always appear 
fresh and pleasing to the eye. This beautiful de
sigl'l is original with Mr. Theaker, our present cour
teous and efficient Commissioner of Patents. 

Place of' the Counterbalance on SaW' Mill 
Sashes. 

A writer, G. W. P., Ogdensburgh, N. Y., doubts 
the propriety of placing the counterbalance of ver
tical saw mills opposite the crank. He says, the 
gate, brought to a stand-still at the extremity of its 
stroke, offers heavy resistance to the motion of the 
wheel, suddenly checking its velocity, the centripetal 
as well as the centrifugal force being instantly coun
teracted. Now, corHJidering the wheel truly bal
anced and the counterbalance an adjustable weight, 
capable of exerting its force upon a given point on 
the wheel; and supposing the momentum of the 
wheel to be thus suddenly checked, the counterbal
ance will exert its power, not in a vertical line oppo
sing the shock, but in the line of flight, should it 
then be detached from the wheel. 

This shows that the counterbalance does not so 
much tend to counteract the vertical shock as to give 
a horizontal shock to the pillow blocks. 

He recommends placing the counterbalance at a 
point in advance of the crank, as when the crank 
pin is at its lowest point, the counterbalance at a 
point a little above a line drawn through the axis 
of rotation, so th9,t it precedes the crank's motion 
about one-third of the circumference. He thinks the 
subject is worthy the attention of scientific mechan. 
ics and pr'1ctical men. 

Practical Hints. 

Under this title we shall communicate to our 
readers a series of short articles, containing sucl! 
useful information as has been proved by expe
rience of practical men to be reliable, and, therefore, 
desirable to be more universally known and applied. 
We ask contributions to this column from our read
ers. 

No. 1. To PREVENT RATS FROM DAMAGING LEATH
ER BELTING.-It is not an uncommon occurrence in 
factories where steam powr-r is used, that during the 
night, or periods that the machinery is stationary 
and the shop abandoned, the rats will eat the leather 
belting, where it is 'accessible to them; for instance, 
where it passes through openings in the flo!}r; 
cases have even happened that they gnawed holes 
in the floor just over the place where a belt was 
running horizontally in order to reach and eat pieces 
out of it. 

Now, it is a singular fact that rats will not touch 
anything containing castor oil, or even only cov
ered with it, and, therefore, to guard belting against 
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